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We begin our study on The Art of Community with a big term that is not well understood in all 

its breadth and practicality – people.   

The two primary words for people in the New Testament are ethnos (largely meaning Gentiles) 

and laos.  Although both words are used in our text, we will focus on the latter that is used in 

the phrases “a people for his own possession” and “you are God’s people.”   

The term people signifies a group of human beings who belong closely together because of a 

common history and a common country.  In Greek this concept is expressed most 

comprehensively and most frequently by the word ethnos, laos, on the other hand, is a term 

originating in the military sphere, and retains an archaic, political connotation.  Demos connotes 

the public nature of the people’s assembly, while ochlos is the word for the crowd, the mass, 

the populace.  Polis has a definitely political character, signifying a community which lives 

together under a legal constitution, the city state.   

The LXX [Septuagint, the Greek translation of the OT Hebrew, 3
rd

 century B.C.] and the NT have 

reserved for the old or new people of God the rarely used and not so precisely defined term 

laos, while other (pagan) peoples are generally called ethne.  It may well be significant that the 

chief concept of Greek political understanding, the polis, has only a peripheral place in the NT.  
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It was July 2011 when my life exploded into a crescendo of OMGG [Oh My Gracious God] 

moments.  I was reading What Is A Person by Christian Smith who gave me language to 

understand how fearfully and wonderfully made a person truly is.  He begins with, “I am not the 

first to observe that, of the many mysteries in the universe, we humans are perhaps the most 

mysterious of all to ourselves” xi.  How does Smith define who you are as a person? 

What then is a person?  By person I mean a conscious, reflexive, embodied, self-transcending 

center of subjective experience, durable identity, moral commitment, and social 

communication who—as the efficient cause of his or her own responsible actions and 

interactions—exercises complex capacities for agency and intersubjectivity in order to develop 

and sustain his or her own incommunicable self in loving relationships with other personal 

selves and with the nonpersonal world.  61 

That’s only the beginning!  Allow me to share one descriptive “capacity” we all have, he lists 

thirty.   

The capacity for identity formation.  People are not merely conscious creatures behaving in the 

world.  They also have reflexive perceptions of themselves as more or less unique creatures 
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representing particular configurations of character, personality, psychological structure, and 

social location that are relatively durable, defining of self, and behavior-guiding…  Every normal 

human animal rejects being a something and drives mightily to be a someone.  Achieving this 

requires the successful exercise of forming personal and social identity.  50-51 

Connecting this wealth of realization with my spiritual life I offer another paradigm shift [for 

me] and a fourfold color palette toward growth.  Philip Turner in Christian Ethics and the 

Church, writes, “I came to believe that the most immediate calling of the churches is to form a 

culture in which Christ is taking form rather than to transform a culture” page x.  Stefan Paas in 

his book, Church Planting in the Secular West offers four areas of growth in cultivating this 

culture in the local church:  

1. Numerical growth: growth in Sunday attendance, size of budget, and numbers of activities, 

primarily growth in numbers of active members. 

2. Maturational growth:  growth in stature and maturity of each member, growth in faith and in 

the ability to nurture and be nurtured. 

3. Organic growth:  growth of the congregation as a functioning community able to maintain itself 

as a living organism, an institution that can engage the other institutions of society. 

4. Incarnational growth:  growth in the ability to take the meanings and values of the faith story 

and make them real in the world and society outside the congregation.  The congregation grows 

in its ability to enflesh in the community what the faith is all about.  Page 111. 

Please rank the following statements – which three spark your attention most? 

1. The Genesis of community is found in the imago die – the image of God – “Let us make man in 

our image, male and female He created them.” 

2. The incubator of community is the nuclear family having the capacity to reproduce human life. 

3. The location of community is the local neighborhood. 

4. The building blocks of community are local formal and informal networks. 

5. Community is the womb of life.   

6. Relationships form the structure of life. 

7. Unity in diversity establish the foundation of life. 

8. Individuals are gifted with capacities for community. 

9. In community the individual finds purpose, meaning and shalom.   

10. Community provides the template and tools for creative imagination, expression and 

construction of reality.   

 


